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Kishida Toshiko and the Rise of the Female Speaker
in Meiji Japan
Marnie S. Anderson

In October 1883, a young woman named Kishida (Nakajima) Toshiko (1861–1901) stood
up in front of an audience of between 500 and 600 people at the Yotsu no Miya Theater
in µtsu city, outside Kyoto, and delivered a speech entitled “Hakoiri musume” (literally,
“Daughters Kept in Boxes”).1 A term in common circulation throughout the Kyoto area,
hakoiri musume referred to the actions of concerned parents who, to “protect” their
daughters, created a “box” to put them in, rendering them safe from the outside world.
Kishida claimed that although parents who engaged in such practices might think they
had their daughters’ best interests at heart, they were in fact mistaken. By denying girls
the freedom to grow and develop intellectually, parents actually caused their daughters to
rot (mushiiri musume) and even drove them to run away from home.2 At the end of the
lecture, Kishida was promptly arrested by local authorities who claimed that her speech
contained illegal political content. Specifically, they charged her with slander, asserting
that Kishida had not merely criticized child-rearing practices but had employed
metaphors whereby daughters were equated with the Japanese people and parents with
the police and government. As a result, Kishida spent eight excruciating days in jail.
Due to illness, she was released early, and was eventually fined 5 yen for introducing
political content into what was supposed to be a strictly educational or academic speech
(gakujutsu enzetsu). She was, however, cleared of the charge of “insulting officialdom.”
After the incident she cut back on her speaking engagements, and she ceased delivering
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political speeches altogether upon her marriage to the politician and activist Nakajima
Nobuyuki in 1884.3
Newspaper coverage of Kishida’s arrest captured attention across Japan. Her
speeches had been the object of considerable media coverage ever since she had begun
her career as the first female speaker to participate in the public lectures sponsored by the
Constitutional Party (Rikken Seit∂) some eighteen months earlier. Not only was Kishida
the sole woman, but she was someone of pedigree who had ties to the imperial house. A
commoner of merchant class background, Kishida had been educated in the public schools
that had opened up around Kyoto soon after the Meiji Restoration.4 Her talent had been
recognized early on, and at the age of eighteen she had been selected to serve as the
empress’s tutor in the Chinese classics. Such an honor was unprecedented for a
commoner and caused a stir throughout local society.5
Although Kishida was not the first Japanese woman in the historical record to
speak in public, she was the one who captured the most attention nationwide. Along with
Fukuda (Kageyama) Hideko (1865–1927) and Shimizu Toyoko (1868–1933), she is
celebrated today both in textbooks and in conventional histories of the Freedom and
People’s Rights Movement (Jiyº Minken Und∂), a series of movements that called for
constitutional government and championed newly assimilated notions of “freedom” and
“rights.”6 The case of Kishida demonstrates that women participated in the vibrant
political culture of the late 1870s and early 1880s. Her story draws our attention to a short
period when women occupied a visible part of the political landscape as speaking
subjects. As such, it complicates our understanding of modern political history and the
gendering of Meiji political culture.7
The task of uncovering what female speakers said is made difficult by the dearth
of speech records. Even in the case of Kishida Toshiko, we have the text of just one full
speech—and then only because she was arrested and tried for it. Nevertheless, some of
Kishida’s published work gives us an idea of what she may have said in her speeches.
Newspaper articles are of limited utility, for while they offer the titles of speeches and
details about their location, journalists tended to focus on the speaker’s appearance and
the crowd’s reaction rather than the content of the speech (which is, in itself, telling).
Due to the fragmentary nature of the historical record, much of this essay focuses on
Kishida. In examining her career as a speaker, I look at the content of her speeches and the
response she generated from the media and the audience. I also consider how contemporaries imagined the proper way for women to speak and what this tells us about Meiji
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ideals of femininity and women’s relationship to the burgeoning public sphere. I argue
that the nature of women’s access to the Meiji public sphere was both limited and paradoxical.8 On the one hand, if they adhered to proper gender and class behavior, they stood a
better chance of being heard, as opposed to being dismissed as “unladylike” or “tomboyish.” On the other hand, adherence to gender norms could lead to specific problems:
although audiences and reporters may have appreciated a female speaker’s proper performance of femininity, they did not necessarily hear her message. Yet the case of Kishida
shows that, far from being without agency, female speakers had a significant impact both
on members of the audience and, more broadly, on the shape of Meiji political culture.
Historical Context for Women’s Speech
The rise of the female speaker occurred during the first decades of the Meiji period (1868–
1890), an era of rapid social and political change. After the overthrow of the previous
warrior government in 1868, the new Meiji leaders abolished formal status distinctions
and began setting up the infrastructure of a modern nation-state. European Enlightenment ideas concerning “rights” and “liberty” were introduced via translations of Rousseau
and J. S. Mill and quickly entered the vocabulary of the populace, though not always with
agreed-upon meanings. The era saw the rise of a political culture centered on debate
meetings and speeches (enzetsukai), which spread around the country via newspapers.
Drawing on their new knowledge of the Western practice of rhetoric (and in
particular on public debate), reformers began delivering speeches (enzetsu) in the 1870s.
The intellectuals of the Meirokusha (Meiji Six Society) were the first to take up the
practice, which later spread to party politicians and activists, many of whom were
associated with segments of the Freedom and People’s Rights Movement.9 The 1880s
saw the formation of hundreds of local associations all over the country that sponsored
speech meetings as a principal activity. According to historian Inada Masahiro, speech
meetings were usually held at theaters, temples, and sometimes even at public baths.10
The appearance of women on the lecture platform coincided with what Massimiliano
Tomasi has called “the golden age of oratory” in Japan.11 In other words, political speech
by men was also at its height.12 A combination of government repression and a shifting
political environment meant that this period would not last long. What enabled the rise of
the female speaker was the relative fluidity of early Meiji political culture, along with
shifting definitions of public and political space. Some have viewed the phenomenon of
the female speaker as made possible by the relatively “liberal” environment of the 1870s
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and early 1880s. It seems more appropriate, however, to regard the absence of legislation
barring women from speechmaking as a sign that the government was preoccupied with
the task of building a modern nation-state and never imagined that women would engage
in such acts in the first place. As part of a series of crackdowns on people’s rights
activities, the government would issue a revised version of the Meetings Law (Shºkai
J∂rei) in 1882, closing a loophole that had enabled speakers to circumvent government
interference by characterizing their speeches as “academic” (gakujutsu enzetsu) rather
than “political” (seidan enzetsu) in nature.13 However, women were not explicitly barred
from making political speeches for another eight years.
We have, then, a trajectory of women’s public speaking beginning in the early
Meiji period, an era of relative possibilities. In the late 1880s, women speakers still
appeared, but they faced mounting difficulties and the times were moving toward the
formal exclusion of women from politics. By 1890, the Association and Political
Meetings Law (Shºkai Oyobi Seisha H∂) denied women the right to attend, much less
speak, at political meetings. Even so, it is important to note that women continued to
speak in public, although the setting had changed. For the most part, they spoke within
the context of women’s groups, where their words were ostensibly nonpolitical and the
audience was composed almost entirely of women.
Women in the Audience, Women on Stage
Reports of women in the audience at speech meetings began to appear in newspapers in
the 1870s. According to the diary of the People’s Rights activist K∂no Hironaka (1849–
1923), the Risshisha (Self-Help Society), a political association based in K∂chi, reserved
seats for women at its meetings in June 1877; four months later, it was receiving requests
to increase the seating capacity for women.14 Literary scholar Takada Chinami has pointed
out that some Meiji political novels featured scenes where women traveled to lectures
alone via railway.15 Meetings, then, offered new access to public space, and novel modes
of transportation sometimes conveyed the audience to these spaces. Eyewitness accounts
make it clear that women, like men, participated in the cheering and jeering that were so
central to the enzetsu experience. Geisha seem to have been particularly expert at calling
out no no (“No no”) and hiya hiya (“Hear hear”) at the appropriate intervals.16
But women were not merely members of the audience. According to the great
Taish∂ chronicler of the history of speech meetings Miyatake Gaikotsu (1867–1955),
female students first began delivering speeches at newly established girls’ schools in the
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1870s. Countering the assumption that Kishida Toshiko was the first female speaker,
Miyatake stated that the first speech meeting had in fact taken place at the T∂ky∂ Joshi
Shihan Gakk∂ (Tokyo Women’s Normal School) in 1878. He went on to observe that at
the time, the K∂eki Mond∂ Shimbun chastised the students for “impertinence” (namaiki),
a charge that would frequently be leveled throughout the next decade against women
who were viewed as transgressing the boundaries of proper femininity. At the same time,
the paper cautioned that speechmaking would harm women’s “gentle and chaste” nature
(onjº teis∂, even suggesting that public speaking would lead to promiscuity.17
In the late 1870s and early 1880s, reports from around the country attest to the
fact that women had begun speaking at political gatherings. Sometimes they delivered
congratulatory tidings or read poems; occasionally, they delivered their own speeches.
Considered a novelty, women speakers were clearly in demand. One male speaker
advertised his speech as a “girl’s speech” (musume enzetsu), leading the audience to
assume that the speaker would be a girl. When a crowd in Gunma prefecture expressed
disappointment at the failure of a female speaker to materialize, the male performer
explained that by “girl’s speech,” he meant that the speech was designed so that “even
girls can understand.”18
Sekiguchi Sumiko, in her insightful reading of the rise of the female speaker, has
suggested that Kishida Toshiko, certainly the most well-known speaker of the era,
differed from her predecessors in that she delivered overtly political speeches.19 Though
Kishida may indeed have been the first to speak openly about political subjects, I would
caution that we know too little about developments around the country to conclude that
other women were not making political speeches. For instance, in Niigata prefecture, the
historical record attests to one Nishimaki Sakuya delivering a speech at a people’s rights
gathering in Kashiwazaki in which she called for women’s education and discussed “equal
rights for men and women” (danjo d∂kenron). However, Nishimaki’s speech seems to
have been poorly received.20 In contrast, Kishida’s background as a former tutor to the
empress and her connections to an official political party lent her an aura of prestige. As
I shall suggest, her lectures spurred women in places such as Kyoto and Okayama to
form their own organizations. Even those who may not have been present in the audience
could read about her activities in the newspapers.
Kishida and Speechmaking
After leaving her post at the imperial palace, Kishida eventually traveled to Osaka where
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she became acquainted with members of the Risshisha. Shortly thereafter, we find records
documenting her appearances at lecture meetings (enzetsukai) sponsored by the Constitutional Party. The first took place in April 1882 in Osaka, where Kishida was featured as
part of a lineup that included a number of famous male activists. It seems that some
members of the Constitutional Party recognized the potential of a female speaker to draw
crowds. At the same time, Kishida’s impeccable credentials rendered her socially
acceptable. Dressed in elegant silk kimono and sporting stylish hairstyles, Kishida
delivered speeches that were rousing and spirited. While some were attracted by her call
to raise the status of women, the media and audience were entranced by the spectacle of
a beautiful woman speaking.
With the exception of “Daughters Kept in Boxes,” there are no complete records
of Kishida’s speeches.21 Newspapers specify the titles of speeches given in various
locales throughout the country, such as “The Way of Women” (Fujo no michi) and
“Women Must Combine Strength and Gentleness” (Joshi mata g∂jº o kenyº
sezarubekarazu). Kishida’s most comprehensive statement of her thought during her
career as a speaker can be found in her serialized article “To My Sisters” (D∂h∂ shimai ni
tsugu), which appeared in the pages of Jiyº no tomoshibi (Lamp of freedom) in 1884.22
Kishida was encouraged to write for this publication by the politician Mutsu Munemitsu,
the former brother-in-law of her soon-to-be husband—a fact that highlights just how
intertwined Kishida’s life was with high politics. Her essay has been heralded by scholars
as the first written proclamation of women’s rights in Japan composed by a woman.23 It is
likely that much of the material for “To My Sisters” was drawn from her speeches.
One of the main arguments that Kishida develops in “To My Sisters” is that
granting rights (kenri) to women would benefit men, too. She seems to confine herself to
addressing property rights and rights within the household (I discuss her treatment of
political rights below).24 In her view, the current situation, in which women lack rights,
not only renders them unhappy and entirely reliant on men but also deprives men of
potential happiness they would receive from relationships governed by love (airen) rather
than by power (kenpei). Kishida addresses those who fear that granting women’s rights
would destroy peace within the home as well as in the larger society, arguing that
relations between the sexes would actually improve. Moreover, she contends that men,
who already enjoy privileges, are obligated to grant rights to women instead of continuing to take advantage of women’s ignorance. Men need not fear that women will take
advantage of this reversal and behave badly, she declares. Instead, men and women will
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learn to “respect and protect one another’s rights.” Stressing the hypocrisy of some of her
male colleagues, Kishida addresses them bluntly: “Oh you men, do you not shout
‘reform’ and ‘revolution’ whenever you open your mouths? Why is it only in regard to
the question of equal rights (d∂ken) that you still yearn for the customs of old?”25
Although some male reformers expressed irritation with Western etiquette, such as
the practice of men asking women for permission to smoke, Kishida praises such practices,
viewing them as a mark of respect for women. At the end of her essay, she reflects that if
Japanese men were to follow any of these customs, “I would happily delay talk of political
participation (sanseiken) and legal matters and instead remain in this unequal position, but
enjoy courteous treatment.”26 Some scholars have taken these words to signal a retreat from
political aspirations, but I believe that her flippant remark served as a rhetorical device
designed to shock men into granting women better treatment. Though Kishida does not call
for voting rights directly—and it is important to stress that voting rights were not a central
issue for her or for most Meiji female activists—the way she addresses anti-suffrage
arguments suggests that she was sympathetic to calls for female enfranchisement.27 She
was certainly aware of the activities of female activists in Europe and the United States,
thanks to reports in the pages of Jogaku zasshi (Women’s education magazine), and she
refers to such efforts in the essay. Moreover, Kishida draws attention to the twisted logic of
those who pronounce female enfranchisement unnecessary because it had not yet been
enacted in the West: “The West is civilized [only] compared to uncivilized (mikai)
countries. It [the West] has not attained the highest level of civilization.”28 She suggests
that Japan selectively adopt the worthwhile aspects of Western culture, and hints that the
issue of women’s rights is one area where Japan could surpass the West.29
Subsequent commentators have faulted Kishida for the limitations of her vision,
which did not explicitly call for suffrage rights and emphasized female virtue.30 I wish to
shift the focus away from Kishida’s “shortcomings” and instead call attention to the fact
that “To My Sisters” features a sustained series of powerful arguments that demand rights
and, most of all, respect for women. Though Kishida borrowed many of the ideas of the
British activist Millicent Fawcett (1847–1929), she tailored the content to her audience.31
For instance, religion plays almost no role in Kishida’s essay whereas it constitutes a
central theme in Fawcett’s writings, and the erudite language is all Kishida’s own.
Perhaps the most striking aspect of Kishida’s essay is the degree to which it is suffused
with the logic of status differences. Without overstating the case, it appears that when
male commentators wrote about “women’s issues,” they tended to characterize women
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as an undifferentiated category, whereas Kishida displayed an abiding concern for differences among women arising from education and wealth.32 Although some male and
female commentators tried to exclude women as women, others, such as Kishida, placed
more emphasis on differences in wealth, status, and education. In her view, men and
women of certain backgrounds were entitled to particular rights and privileges. The statements that some scholars read as evidence of Kishida’s narrow vision can equally well be
interpreted as evidence of the continuing importance of status, a legacy of the Tokugawa
period, in Meiji political discourse.33
Another important issue concerns how Kishida justified her presence on stage. In
her “Daughters Kept in Boxes” speech, Kishida begins by anticipating her audience’s
reaction: “Some people may think disparagingly: what is a person who used to be wrapped
in silk brocade [a reference to her service at court] doing performing (k∂gy∂) on stage?”
Seeking to clarify her actions, she asks, “What, after all, is the meaning of ‘performing’
but ‘to carry something out’ (okoshi okonau)? I carry out this performance for the nationstate (kokka no tame).”34 Certainly, one could argue that Kishida was appealing to the
nation-state merely to render her somewhat outrageous behavior acceptable. Yet a more
extensive reading of her other writings indicates that Kishida was a sincere nationalist.35
Historian Hirota Masaki has suggested that this self-justification by way of the nation
enabled some women to lay claim to a role in the political sphere while simultaneously
adhering to the dictates of proper feminine behavior.36 I would emphasize that, rather
than a cynical device to escape the confines of the home, Kishida’s embrace of the nation
was profoundly heartfelt and suggestive of the intimate connections between political
awakening, the nineteenth-century discourse on rights, and nationalism. As historian Joan
Judge has suggested in the case of Chinese women at the turn of the century, the use of
nationalism by women as an “authorizing discourse” results in a number of paradoxes:
“The appropriation of nationalism does enable women to carve out new subjectivities
and act on them. . . . however, it also yokes them to the demands of the larger national
project.”37 Nevertheless, that nationalism provided a new and potent vocabulary for women
like Kishida to use when asserting their rights cannot be overlooked, for indeed the very
existence of the nation made it possible for women to claim rights in the first place.
Reactions to Kishida
Just as important as what Kishida said is how she was perceived. Of course, our records
are largely confined to written responses culled from newspapers and journals. Sekiguchi
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Sumiko underscores the fact that Kishida was a master at manipulating the crowd;
indeed, some scholars have gone so far as to call her an “agitator.”38 On one occasion in
Tokushima, the police neglected to step in and halt Kishida’s speech despite her inflammatory rhetoric. The crowd went wild and she kept on speaking through their cheers.39
On another occasion, when a male speaker in Hitoyoshi (Kumamoto prefecture) faked a
tooth- and stomachache to avoid sharing the podium with a woman, she mocked him and
earned the admiration of the crowd.40
Kishida’s speeches were performances, perhaps even more so than those of her
male colleagues. The way she presented herself—both her clothing and her credentials—
were crucially important. The Rikken Seit∂ Shimbun, a paper affiliated with the Constitutional Party (the party that sponsored Kishida’s speeches), heralded her as a “rare
lady (keishº) who is accomplished at sewing. She also excels at poetry, prose, calligraphy, and painting.”41 The article continued by noting that Kishida laments the lack of
models for motherhood in Japan and plans to open a school for girls to reform old
customs. In this way it domesticated her political acts and perhaps attempted to ward off
potential criticism.
A few common themes run through newspaper coverage of Kishida’s speeches.
Kishida’s critics—nearly always men—tended to accuse her of acting “like a man.” Not
only were her gestures deemed unacceptable for a woman but her reliance on difficult
Chinese compound words was interpreted as a clear transgression of male linguistic
prerogative. Even men who admired her talent were sometimes disturbed by her abilities.
In 1882, one critic declared, “When one thinks of great women, Queen Elizabeth and
Empress Jing∫ come to mind. When one thinks of famous female speakers, there is only
Kishida Toshiko. All who hear her speeches cannot but admire her.” Yet he went on to
claim that Kishida possessed bad habits: “Her posture and manner of speaking are
unbecoming a woman; she acts how men should act (girls should behave in a manner
appropriate to their sex). This is one of her shortcomings.”42
Literary scholar Hirata Yumi cautions that writing and speaking were highly
gendered realms.43 Women were expected to use archaic classical forms and to avoid
Chinese compounds. As evidence, Hirata identifies letters to the editor that targeted
Kishida. One in particular was composed by the head of printing operations at the Yomiuri
Shimbun. He lamented that women were in effect losing their “womanliness” with the
spread of compulsory education, particularly since girls were now being exposed to
Chinese writing:
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The establishment of public schools marks a major change from the temple schools of
the previous era, and school-age children of both sexes have been vying to get into
school. As a result, the level of learning has increased, which is truly to be welcomed.
But in the midst of this situation, there is something surprising and lamentable: the
continuous increase in the number of unfeminine girls (rashu naki fujo).44

He recalled having heard female students use such masculine personal pronouns as boku
(“I”) and kimi (“you”) in their speech, and noted that their notebooks were replete with
poorly written Chinese-style prose. Why could they not stick to learning Japanese
discourse, which was infinitely more suited to women? “In matters of language,” he
declared, “it is important for women to be feminine.” Turning to the case of Kishida, he
observed, “As for the popular Kishida Toshiko, she is truly an admirable figure, but as I
said before, from the perspective of womanly conduct (fujo no hink∂), her case is exceedingly lamentable.”45 Apparently, Kishida’s refusal to adhere to strict gender protocol,
and particularly her facility with Chinese-style prose, troubled the writer deeply. Or
perhaps he found it problematic that she dared to appear in public in the first place.
The press also derided Kishida in more unseemly ways by implying that she spent
her time chasing after men in the movement. Members of the media invoked an enduring
double standard and connected her to a number of different male activists, a ploy that
served to trivialize her political acts. Meanwhile, male activists, who clearly spent a
significant amount of time in teahouses and brothels, were never subject to the same kind
of censure. In 1929, It∂ Chiyº (1867–1938), a politician and lecturer, reflected on the
many women who participated in the people’s rights (minken) movement:
Around the time of the sixteenth year [1883] of the Meiji era, there were many
female minken activists. They gave good speeches and wrote in an excellent
manner—in this sense, they exceeded men, and were truly without fault. However,
once they became involved in sexual relations with their male comrades they ceased
making assertions [presumably about politics] and became caught up with following men’s bottoms . . . hopping from man to man. . . . As a result, it was common for
them to become utterly dissipated, behave like fools . . . and ultimately disappear.46

In Kishida’s case, evidence that she had any such relations with her male colleagues is scant. However, she did go on to marry Nakajima Nobuyuki, the president of
the Constitutional Party and vice president of the Liberal Party (Jiyºt∂). Their trip to
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Atami prior to their marriage generated a great deal of gossip. Miyatake Gaikotsu,
writing in 1926, linked Kishida with a number of activists, arguing that she is proof of the
saying, “Those of smooth tongues become promiscuous” (shita no suberu mono wa oshiri
mo karukunaru).47
Other contemporaries took a more positive view of Kishida. The Jiji Shimp∂
announced that her “presence has encouraged many women to attend speeches.”48 Some
journalists noted the derision that greeted the male politician who claimed a toothache in
order to avoid standing up with Kishida.49 One listener recalled his surprise at the atmosphere that prevailed at Kishida’s speech, for he had apparently expected heckling: “There
was very little vulgar jeering [from the crowd]. Kishida was beautiful, had a rich voice,
and was an accomplished speaker. She began by critiquing the Onna daigaku and
discussed issues including the need to expand women’s rights.”50
In all these accounts, the disproportionate attention paid to Kishida’s appearance is
striking. Whether negative or positive, reactions tended to focus on her style and her
eloquence. While contemporary accounts portrayed men solely as speakers or activists,
Kishida was represented both as a speaker (benshi) and a woman (onna or joshi). As a
result, the force of her message was attenuated or even dismissed; in other words, the
implications of what she said were effectively obscured. This tendency was compounded
by the journalistic obsession with Kishida’s attire. By offering details about her obi (sash)
and her kimono design, they rendered her an object of curiosity rather than a threat. Some
writers devoted considerable space to describing her hairstyle, attire, and how she changed
her kimono during the intermission—all markers of her high social status. Scholar Sumiya
Etsuji notes that crowds were “intoxicated” by her “aristocratic figure.”51 Sumiya
informs us that teeth were a mark of beauty, and Kishida’s teeth were reported to be
lovely. Articles refer to her “meib∂k∂shi” (clear eyes and white teeth), signs of a beautiful woman. Her clothing was stunning: “In Osaka, she wore an obi (sash) in the style of a
kabuki princess. . . . In Kyoto, she wore an elegant gown with three layers.”52 In 1899, a
writer for the H∂chi Shimbun recalled Kishida’s 1882 debut speech in Osaka: “The crowds,
who had never heard a woman speak, were taken by surprise and applauded. While speakers
who affect a tomboy style (otenbary∫) are common, [Kishida] was the first to deliver a
lady-like speech all the while maintaining her dignity (hinkaku).”53 The writer seemed to
conclude that Kishida’s public speaking was acceptable precisely because of her high
social status and radiant femininity.
I would suggest that the explosive interaction of “female-ness” (in appearance)
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and “male-ness” (in language) that Kishida embodied accounts for much of the admiration and censure that surrounded her figure. On the one hand, her appearance allowed her
to make potentially inflammatory comments and employ a masculine style replete with
Chinese words without being entirely dismissed by her audience. On the other, as the
critic who compared her to Queen Elizabeth and Empress Jing∫ implied, Kishida’s
behavior and demeanor appeared exceedingly “unladylike” in the eyes of many and
prompted an array of responses, including censure. For some contemporaries, her presence
threatened the perceived natural order. For others, however, it inspired activism.
Reactions to Female Speakers
Male commentators who concerned themselves with elevating the status of women
frequently encouraged the presence of women on the lecture platform, heralding their
presence as a mark of civilization. The educator Nakamura Masanao (1832–1891) trained
girls at his school in the 1870s in the art of speech, and as we have seen, the Constitutional Party welcomed female speakers at its meetings.54 Even in 1889, the former
Liberal Party was still advertising for female speakers. One announcement read: “Our
party is devoted to reform and progress in politics and society; for our purposes, speech is
truly important. We are looking for graceful women who can move audiences.” The
advertisement sought five women between the ages of fifteen and thirty who “embrace
the principles of the former Liberal Party,” “are chaste and upright in their morals,”
and “who have a general education and can deliver speeches.”55 The description would
seem to fit what we know about Kishida Toshiko during her days as a speaker. Six
years later, young educated women speakers were apparently still desirable and capable
of drawing a crowd.
Yet despite the popularity of female speakers, some commentators still expressed
uneasiness with the idea of women on stage. For instance, in the second half of his
famous essay Nihon fujinron (1885, On Japanese women), the prominent educator and
intellectual Fukuzawa Yukichi anticipated possible objections to the first part of his
essay by some readers on the grounds that women would interpret his efforts to raise their
status as a license for bad behavior. Fukuzawa characterized the stance of this hypothetical
opposition as follows:
Already we find some girls who prattle a few foreign words. Though they have not
even learned how to sew properly, they put on airs and make light of their parents
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and senior members of the family; they speak out unreservedly at a gathering, or
even worse, forget they are girls and attempt to make speeches in public.56

In response, Fukuzawa de-emphasized such possible infractions by girls, declaring them
inconsequential when measured against the deplorable behavior of men in general. He
also highlighted society’s different expectations for girls and boys:
Society would consider this kind of girl immodest, or in popular language otenba
(tomboy), and disapprove of her, but even if this tomboy were actually a boy, he
would seem very gentle when seen among men. . . . For using the same language
and behaving in the same manner, a girl is scolded and a boy is passed off because
he is a boy.57

Fukuzawa conceded that new ideas concerning the reform of the female sex may lead
some women to behave improperly—he even agreed that it was a pity that some women
could not sew—but he reminded his readers that such instances were uncommon. In
any case, Fukuzawa claimed that society was still adjusting to new ideas, a process that
would take time.
Unlike Fukuzawa, Iwamoto Yoshiharu, founder and editor of the prominent
women’s magazine Jogaku zasshi, announced in 1886 that he was not in favor of the
phenomenon of “women’s speeches.”58 A close reading of his pronouncements suggests
that Iwamoto was primarily opposed to the possibility of women speaking to a male or
mixed-sex audience, particularly when women had no prior experience speaking to an
all-female audience. Expressing his displeasure with women’s speeches in Japan, he
pronounced, “European and American women would not attempt to give a speech in
front of men unless there was a national emergency.” Iwamoto never expressed opposition to the prospect of women attending political speeches; rather, he welcomed the
presence of women at political gatherings (but not as members of political parties).59 He
urged women to become activists, provided that they confined themselves to certain kinds
of activism: “If women from the better classes (kijo) truly pity the [ordinary] women of
Japan and are passionate about reform policies, they should establish organizations of
influence and address other women. In this way, they can gently and calmly carry out
reform policies.”60 This is precisely what happened. When Mary Leavitt, a member of the
Women’s Christian Temperance Union and its first “round the world missionary,” came
to Japan in 1886, Iwamoto’s magazine sponsored a women-only lecture.61 The meeting,
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attended by more than 600 women, led to the formation of the Tokyo Women’s Reform
Society (T∂ky∂ Fujin Ky∂fºkai), an organization that featured lectures at its meetings.
Commentators seem to have been tolerant of female speakers who discussed
issues relating to the reform of the female sex, so long as the speakers possessed the
appropriate level of education and behaved “properly.” The author of a letter to the
Shinonome Shimbun, while welcoming the presence of women “of education and talent
on par with the West,” decried the fact that there were some women who support “the
expansion of women’s rights” (joken kakuch∂), “in spite of the fact that they are
completely uneducated, cannot even remember their ABCs or read the Confucian
classics.”62 The author had heard rumors that uneducated women were giving speeches.
If true, he claimed, this could only “impede the movement of talented and educated women
to purify old customs,” by leading the audience to associate the expansion of women’s
rights with uneducated and “impertinent” (namaiki) women.63 Those without education
were, essentially, putting the cart before the horse. In a later issue, a female reader
responded, reminding the author of the original letter that centuries of customs which
discriminated against women meant that there were few educated women in the present
who were qualified to work for “the expansion of women’s rights.”64 Given the circumstances, she urged him to adopt a more tolerant view of women who, while lacking in
education, were nevertheless dedicated to the cause: “Admire their passion and overlook
their shortcomings.”65 After pointing out that many of the brave men (s∂shi) who had
worked for political reform (presumably during the time of the Meiji Restoration)
similarly lacked knowledge of their ABCs and the ability to read the classics, she
concluded that education, while desirable, could not always precede action.
Another interesting perspective on the relationship between women and speaking—
as well as the issue of uneducated female speakers—can be found in an 1887 manual for
female speakers entitled Fujin enzetsu shinan (Instructions for women’s speeches).66 At the
time, there were a number of speech manuals in circulation, but this text stands out in that it
specifically addressed women. In the introduction, the author, one Kagawa Rinz∂, informed
his readership that recently “speech meetings by geisha (geigi) have become a widespread
problem.” He clarified that his book was not intended for “good daughters who stand on the
platform and actively enlighten their fellow women,” for they were in no need of
instruction. Rather, he addressed his book to the “eight or nine out of every ten geisha
who are uneducated and illiterate.”67 This leaves us to wonder how they were to read it.
He promised his readers success if they memorized the fifty lessons contained therein.
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Many of the lessons focused on how to deal with an unruly audience. Kagawa
advised female speakers to simply ignore the “lower-class” members of the audience,
who did not respond to a speech based on the skill of the speaker or the substance of the
argument (rather, such folk were solely interested in the speaker’s appearance). Kagawa
also urged female speakers to adhere to certain codes of femininity, while simultaneously
instructing them to exploit these strategies to both surprise and soothe the audience. For
example, listeners who appeared hostile toward female speakers should be “drawn in
through the use of mild language. More forceful language can gradually be introduced.”68
When dealing with listeners who appear irritated, he advised that women first appease
them by saying something like, “I have something I wish to ask. . . . Please let me humbly
borrow your time.”69 Kagawa also cautioned that it was a good policy to tread lightly at
first: “No matter how active one’s spirit, girls should try to look weak when they first
mount the podium. They should try to look like any gentle girl. However, once they
begin speaking they should become spirited and adopt a powerful posture.”70 Much of the
book is dedicated to issues of style, for as Kagawa explains in lesson five, “In the matter
of women’s speeches, voice, tone, and the use of unusual expressions in order to strike an
emotional chord in the audience are more important than argument.”71 Contemporary
reactions to female speakers, especially to Kishida, certainly seem to confirm this assertion.
Kishida’s Impact on Women
Kishida’s impact on women was considerable, though it has yet to be studied sufficiently.
Based on newspaper articles and other sources, we can surmise the extent of her
influence on her female contemporaries. As is often noted, the activist Fukuda Hideko,
in her autobiography Warawa no hansh∂gai (1904, Half of my life), commented on the
significant impact of Kishida’s speech in Okayama in 1882 on her own decision to
become an activist.72 In addition, Kishida’s trip to Okayama resulted in the establishment
of a women’s organization, the Okayama Konshinkai (Okayama Friendship Society).
Many of the members were wives of people’s rights activists who wanted to form an
organization that would promote women’s education and social improvement.73 Fukuda
herself went on to found a school for women and become involved in the 1885 Osaka
Incident, a plot by left-leaning Liberal Party activists to foment revolution in Korea.
Other women, often wives of activist husbands, formed groups in Kishida’s wake
dedicated to social reform, education, the exchange of knowledge, and the task of
helping their husbands advance the cause of jiyº (freedom).74
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A tracing of Kishida’s lecture circuit from Kyoto to Kyushu reveals that she
appeared increasingly alongside other female speakers, some of whom were her disciples.
In Kumamoto, one young girl was so inspired by Kishida that she composed an essay
advocating women’s education that was subsequently published in the Kumamoto
Shimbun.75 There is also a document from the young Tomii Oto (Tora), who wrote to
Kishida begging to become her disciple (deshi).76 Historian Suzuki Yºko has lamented
that we know too little about these disciples of Kishida, some of whom went on to
become activists in their own right; nor do we know much about the women’s organizations apparently inspired by Kishida.77 More research in local archives will help to clarify
Kishida’s role in sparking the formation of women’s groups, and further elucidate the
nature of women’s political participation and public speaking in the early Meiji period.
µki Motoko has taken a step in this direction with an exciting archival discovery—
a heretofore unknown journal article by Kishida that tells the story of a woman who came
to visit her in the hospital where she was recovering from the ordeal of imprisonment.
As Kishida explained, her visitor was upset and troubled by an article on the formation of
a women’s group in Toyohashi (Aichi prefecture) that had appeared in the Rikken Seit∂
Shimbun. Though the journalist had welcomed the news about the women’s group in his
article, he had cautioned that “women should not harm their innate virtue: their gentle
nature” (onwa j∫jun tenpu no sei). Kishida’s visitor, an Osaka merchant’s wife in her
thirties, had previously attended a speech by Kishida, and decided to visit her in the
hospital to consult her.78 She had been offended by the journalist’s insinuation that women
were weak. She pointed out examples of women’s physical strength, for instance, that
women in the µtsu area were accustomed to carrying heavy luggage. What did Kishida
make of the journalist’s assertion?
In Kishida’s telling, it took many hours to enlighten this woman, whom Kishida
nonetheless praised for her interest and spirit. To this end, Kishida used an argument built
on the critical relationship between inner strength and external appearance. Kishida argued
that women should be gentle, but she cautioned that gentle was not synonymous with
“submissive” (mui kutsuj∫).79 If women developed inner strength, they would project their
gentle nature to the outside world. This text, besides shedding light on our understanding of
Kishida during this period, suggests that she influenced women beyond young students and
activists in various regions who were moved to form groups around women’s issues.
Specifically, it indicates that some women who apparently never participated in women’s
groups were nevertheless actively reading newspapers and attending political speeches.80
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Although Kishida’s impact on other women during the 1880s is undeniable, there
is little evidence that she directly influenced female activists in subsequent decades. I
would suggest, however, that in the process of acting in public, first as a speaker and later
as a teacher and a writer, Kishida helped secure and shape a place for women in the
public sphere, one that later activists, including the early Socialists and the Seit∂ (Bluestocking) writers, would build upon.81
Conclusion
Kishida Toshiko’s act of claiming public space triggered mixed responses, and her charged
presence brought significant numbers of women into the audience. The combination of
her elegantly dressed female body and her deployment of masculine vocabulary created
a fantastic choreography of opposites that allowed her to participate in the public
political realm even as she sometimes violated the audience’s sense of propriety. Her
popularity, coupled with the fact that her speeches elicited a multitude of powerful
reactions from the audience, rendered her a dangerous woman in the eyes of the state and
led to her arrest in 1883. Though female speakers continued to appear throughout the
decade, they faced mounting legal obstacles as well as a general decline in the popularity
of public speaking.
Still, the fact that Kishida was able to offer a public critique during the short period
of 1882–1884—a critique that was enthusiastically received by many and that inspired
some women to become activists—is significant, as is the moment in which she acted.
Six years later, she would not have been able to speak in public about explicitly political
matters at all. Although her lectures—which frequently stressed virtue, morality, and
education—may not have been as subversive as scholars have sometimes assumed, what
she said, combined with the electrifying way she said it, highlight the possibilities for
some women to speak and be heard in the political public realm of the early Meiji
period.82 These chances to speak about political matters in explicitly political settings
were foreclosed or sharply curtailed by the late 1880s, and have since been largely
forgotten by mainstream histories. Some scholars have interpreted the 1890 law barring
women’s political activities as a reaction to the spectacle of politically active and
publicly visible female people’s rights activists.83 We can also understand the government’s
legislation as evidence that women like Kishida played a critical role in shaping the boundaries of modern political space, eventually forcing the government to crack down and
restrict women’s activities. Through their public speaking in the 1880s and their putative
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absence from the political sphere after 1890, women were intimately involved in the
creation of modern political culture.
Many scholars view Kishida’s career as a political speaker on the national stage as
exceptional.84 Without denying her uniqueness, I believe that we must see Kishida at the
center of a larger phenomenon: the rise of the female speaker in the midst of a volatile
political setting. However the crowd reacted—whether with expressions of support,
disgust, or dismay—it seems clear that Kishida and some of her followers were successful in reaching out to other women. They served as role models and inspired some women
to become activists and speakers.
An examination of Kishida’s career as a speaker sheds light on both the limitations
and the possibilities of the early Meiji period, an era when the question of how women
should behave in public was still not entirely settled.85 Kishida and her followers took
advantage of this lack of consensus to occupy center stage and speak. Their role as a
spectacle was complex: on the one hand, it afforded them limited access to political
space; on the other hand, the very way in which women speakers were seen frequently
made it difficult for them to be heard. The paradoxical nature of women’s speech
highlights the increasingly masculinist quality of Meiji political culture. Yet, despite
the fact that women were prohibited from speaking in public about explicitly political
matters after 1890, their exposure to and training in the art of public speaking during the
1870s and 1880s served them well as they devoted themselves to ostensibly nonpolitical
movements for reform.86
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